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CONTROLLING CELL ACTIVATION IN A RADIO COMMUNICATION NETWORK

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention generally relates to radio communications technology and operations in a radio communication

network, and in particular to the issue of controlling cell activation in such a radio communication network.

BACKGROUND

Today, radio communication networks typically comprise radio base stations with associated cells that are continuously

active. This means that the radio base stations more or less continuously transmit certain forms of signals in the cells to

assist user equipment present in the radio communication network or user equipment attempting to connect thereto.

Examples of such signals are reference signals, often denoted pilot signals, synchronization signals and the broadcast

channel. These signals are used for many purposes including downlink (DL) channel estimation, cell synchronization in

connection with power-up of user equipment and mobility cell search.

In Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) a NodeB for a cell can be put to sleep at night by switching off the

power supply to the NodeB in order to reduce power consumption. In the morning, the NodeB is turned on again by once

more providing power supply to the NodeB.

SUMMARY

It is a general object to provide reductions in power consumption in a radio communication networks while still ensuring

efficient communication services.

It is a specific object to provide a method of controlling activation of at least one cell in a radio communication network.

It is another specific object to provide an apparatus for controlling activation of at least one cell in a radio communication

network.

Yet another object is to provide a network unit comprising such an apparatus for controlling activation of at least one cell in a

radio communication network

These and other objects are met by embodiments as defined by the accompanying patent claims.

The possibility of temporarily inactivating cells into passive cells, where their associated radio base stations do not transmit

any of the above-mentioned signals is sometimes advantageous. Such a cell inactivation could then be used for example

during periods in which there is no need, or at least very low need, for radio communication services in the cells. Inactivating

cells and turning off the transmitters of the passive cells not only saves power for the radio base stations but also contributes

to lowering the total interference level in the radio communication network.

The inventor has recognized that the inactivation of cells during periods of no or low need for radio communication services

not only achieves several advantages for the operators of the radio communication networks but also brings about new



challenges. For instance, today there is no efficient solution of how to activate a passive cell when a potential need for radio

communication services arises in the area of the passive cell. Furthermore, there is no efficient solution to inform user

equipment of the existence of passive cells in the radio communication network.

In the context of a radio communication network having a number of radio base stations, at least one of which is a serving

radio base station managing an active cell, a basic idea is to request signal strength measurements in an area of at least

one passive other cell of a radio base station currently not transmitting any cell-defining information for the passive cell.

Based on received information representative of the requested signal strength measurements, at least one passive cell is

selected for activation, and the selected cell is then requested to be activated by causing the corresponding radio base

station managing the selected cell to start transmission of cell-defining information.

In this way the invention allows cells to stay passive for as long as possible to reduce power consumption, and allows

passive cells to be activated when needed to ensure satisfactory communication services for the users.

Other advantages offered by the invention will be appreciated when reading the below description of embodiments of the

invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention, together with further objects and advantages thereof, will be best understood by reference to the following

description taken together with the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlled cell activation according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlled cell activation according to another exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlled cell activation according to yet another exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 4 is an overview of a radio communication system according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 5 is an overview of a radio communication system according to another exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 6 is an overview of a radio communication system according to yet another exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 7 is an overview of a radio communication system according to a further exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating co-siting of radio base stations of different radio access networks (RANs) and/or

different radio access technologies (RATs) according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a common cell plan between different radio access networks (RANs)

and/or different radio access technologies (RATs).



Fig. 1OA is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a cell plan in which radio base stations of different radio access

networks (RANs) and/or different radio access technologies (RATs) are not co-sited.

Fig. 1OB is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a partially common cell plan according to an exemplary

embodiment.

Fig. 11A is a schematic diagram illustrating a simple example of a cell plan for a given radio access network/technology.

Fig. 11B is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a cell plan for a given radio access network/technology extended

with a number of micro cells.

Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a measurement report according to an exemplary embodiment.

Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram of a cell activation controller or apparatus for controlling cell activation according to an

exemplary embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Throughout the drawings, the same reference characters will be used for corresponding or similar elements.

Embodiments as disclosed herein relate to controlling cell activation in a radio communication network having at least one

passive cell.

In current cellular radio communication networks, the radio base stations continuously transmit certain forms of signals in

their respective cells. Examples of such signals are pilot signals, such as reference and/or synchronization signals, and the

broadcast channel. These signals are used for many purposes, including:

Mobility cell search: User equipment regularly scans for neighboring cells. The synchronization signals transmitted in a

neighboring cell are used to find and synchronize to a potential neighbor. Active user equipment typically reports the signal

strength of the neighboring cell to the network, which takes a decision if the user equipment should be handed over to the

candidate cell.

Initial cell search: At power-up user equipment tries to find potential cells to connect to by scanning for synchronization

signals. Once a cell is found and synchronization is obtained, the user equipment reads the broadcast channel and pilot

signal(s) transmitted in the cell to obtain the necessary system information and normally performs a random access to

connect to the network.

Data reception: Active user equipment needs to perform channel estimation, typically based on the pilot reference signals, to

receive the transmitted data. The pilot reference signals may also be used for estimation and reporting of the downlink

channel quality to support radio base station functions such as channel-dependent scheduling.



User equipment synchronization: Idle user equipment needs synchronization signals and/or reference signals to be able to

keep in sync with the network, i.e. once waking up from paging DRX (Discontinuous Reception) cycles, these signals are

used to fine-tune timing and frequency errors etc.

When there are active users in a cell, the cost of transmitting the signals discussed above is justified. However, when there

are no active users in the cell, there is in principle no need for these signals. This is especially true in scenarios with dense

deployment of cells, i.e. in case where micro cells are placed under macro cells. In such scenarios, the micro cells are

primarily used to cope with high load scenarios, and the energy spent on transmitting these signals from the micro cells in

low load scenarios is in essence wasted.

In absence of active user equipment in a cell, or at least very low number of active user equipment, there is in principle no

need to transmit anything. This allows the radio base station to turn off the power amplifier, the baseband processing as well

as the transmission equipment. The cell managed by the radio base station in essence becomes "idle" in the downlink. Such

a cell is denoted a passive cell herein, although alternative terminology could also be used, such as sleeping cell or

inactivated ceil. The expression "passive cell" therefore also encompasses expressions such as idle, sleeping or inactivated

cell.

As defined herein, a passive cell is a cell of the radio communication network for which the corresponding radio base station

is currently not transmitting any cell-defining information for the cell. The cell-defining information includes, in particular,

information to assist user equipment in finding the cell. It may also include information required by user equipment for

identifying and actually locking to a cell. Cell-defining information typically comprises the information traditionally carried by

the above-mentioned pilot signals, such as reference signals and/or synchronization signals, and optionally also information

carried by the broadcast channel. In a particular exemplary embodiment, the cell-defining information includes at least

synchronization signal information.

Note, however, that even though the radio base station does not transmit any cell-defining information for a passive, the

radio base station may optionally still have its receivers switched on and can therefore receive data transmitted, for instance,

by user equipment even though the transmitter or transmitters for the passive cell are switched off.

For the purposes of the present disclosure, a radio base station is assumed to serve one or more cells in the radio

communication network. Thus, "radio base station" also refers to more recent entities, such as NodeB and eNodeB (evolved

NodeB), which are capable of handling more than one cell, and other corresponding network nodes, such as base

transceiver station (BTS) and base station (BS). Furthermore, the expression base station may also encompass wireless

network nodes such as relays and repeaters and home base stations having a respective geographical serving area, i.e. a

cell.

Similarly, "user equipment" will be used to indicate different types of radio terminals, such as mobile stations, mobile user

equipments, laptops, etc. having functionality for wirelessly communicating with radio base stations in the radio

communication network.



Fig. 1 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlling activation of at least one cell in a radio communication network.

The radio communication network comprises at least one active cell, i.e. having an associated radio base station that

transmits cell-defining information for the active cell, and at least one passive cell, i.e. having an associated radio base

station that currently does not transmit any cell-defining information for the passive cell.

In the example of Fig. 1, the method starts in step S1 by requesting signal strength measurements in an area of at least one

passive other cell of a radio base station currently not transmitting any cell-defining information for the passive cell. Based

on received information representative of the requested signal strength measurements, at least one passive cell is selected

for activation in step S2. The selected cell is then requested to be activated in step S3 by causing the corresponding radio

base station managing the selected cell to start transmission of cell-defining information to assist user equipment in finding

the cell.

In this way the invention allows cells to stay passive for as long as possible to reduce power consumption, and allows

passive cells to be activated when needed to ensure satisfactory communication services for the users.

Fig. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlled cell activation according to another exemplary embodiment. In this

example, the user equipment in step S11 is requested to perform and report downlink measurements of received cell-

defining information from at least one radio base station of another overlapping radio access network (RAN). In step S12 at

least one passive other cell is selected for activation based on reported downlink measurements of the overlapping radio

access network. The selected cell is then requested to be activated in step S13 by causing the corresponding radio base

station managing the selected cell to start transmission of the required cell-defining information.

In an exemplary embodiment, the active cell and the passive other cell(s) of which at least one cell is to be activated are

associated with a first radio access technology, and the overlapping radio access network is associated with a second

different radio access technology. By way of example, the first radio access technology may be Long Term Evolution (LTE),

and the second radio access technology may be one of GSM1 CDMA2000, TDSCDMA and WCDMA.

It is however also possible that the overlapping radio access network is of the same underlying radio access technology. By

way of example, a first radio access network may be based on a given radio access technology operating at a first

frequency and the second overlapping radio access network may based on the same radio access technology but operating

at a second different frequency. Examples of different networks of the same underlying technology operating at different

frequency ranges include LTE 700 MHz and LTE 2600 Hz.

Fig. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of controlled cell activation according to yet another exemplary embodiment. In

this example, one or more radio base stations managing a respective passive other cell is/are requested in step S21 to

perform and report uplink measurements of user equipment transmissions. In step S22 at least one passive other cell is

selected for activation based on reported uplink measurements of user equipment transmissions. The selected cell is then

requested to be activated in step S23 by causing the corresponding radio base station managing the selected cell to start

transmission of the required cell-defining information.



As will be explained in more detail later on, if desired, it is possible to use also reported downlink measurements by the user

equipment of transmissions in one or more active other cells in the selection of which other passive cell(s) to activate.

Normally, the above exemplary procedures are triggered by a need to handover user equipment currently served by an

active cell of a serving radio base station to a new target cell. Once the selected cell has been activated, it can be used as

target cell.

For a better understanding, examples of various network contexts in which embodiments can be applied will now be

schematically described.

Fig. 4 is an overview of a portion of a radio communication network according to an exemplary embodiment. In this example,

a radio base station 10 manages an active cell 15 and therefore transmits cell-defining information for the active cell 15. The

geographical area of the cell 15 at least partly encompasses one or more, three in the example of Fig. 4, other cells 25, 35,

45 having comparatively smaller geographical areas. The active cell 15 is typically denoted a macro cell in the art, whereas

the smaller cells 25, 35, 45 could be for example micro or pico cells.

In an embodiment, the micro cells 25, 35, 45 are currently passive, implying that their corresponding radio base stations 20,

30, 40 currently do not transmit any cell-defining information for the cells 25, 35, 45. The passive cells 25, 35, 45 are

therefore invisible for user equipment 100 present in the area of or near a passive cell 25, 35, 45.

This scenario is advantageous, for example, if the radio base stations 20, 30, 40 of the passive cells 25, 35, 45 are planned

to be used for particular services that cannot be handled or not handled sufficiently well by the radio base station 10 of the

active cell 15. A typical example could be when the passive cells 25, 35, 45 and their radio base stations 20, 30, 40 are

planned as broadband access technology, which only needs to be active when a service requiring high bandwidth is

required. If no such high bandwidth services are needed, the traffic is instead served by the overlapping access technology

provided by the radio base station 10 and its active cell 15. In such a case, the active cell 15 and radio base station 10 may

be of a given radio access technology, such as the Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Wideband Code

Division Multiple Access (WCDMA) 1 Code Division Multiple Access 2000 (CDMA2000) or Time Division - Synchronous

CDMA (TDSCDMA), whereas the passive cells 25, 35, 45 and their radio base stations 20, 30, 40 may be of another radio

access technology, such as Long Term Evolution (LTE), capable of handling high bandwidth services.

A further possible scenario could be that the passive cells 25, 35, 45 are only activated if the need for radio communication

services in the macro cell 15 increases so much that the traffic load in the macro cell 15 becomes too large for the radio

base station 10 to handle effectively. In such a case, some of the traffic could instead be handled by at least one of the radio

base stations 20, 30, 40 for the passive cells 25, 35, 45, which then need(s) to be activated.

Fig. 5 illustrates another embodiment of a radio communication network in which the controlled cell activation can be

implemented. In this example, the radio communication network 1 comprises at least one active cell 15 having a radio base

station 10 managing the cell 15 and transmitting cell-defining information applicable for the active cell 15. The active cell 15

has one or more, two in the example of Fig, 5, passive neighboring cells 25, 35, the radio base stations 20, 30 of which

having silent transmitters and therefore not transmitting any cell-defining information for the respective passive cells 25, 35.



The transmitting radio base station 10 is typically a currently serving radio base station 10 for the user equipment 100. The

user equipment 100 could be traveling away from the radio base station 10 and towards the geographical area of one of the

currently passive cells 25, 35. As the cells 25, 35 are passive and their radio base stations 25, 35 do not transmit any cell-

defining information, the user equipment 100 cannot find the cells and thus not perform any signal strength measurements

for the passive cells 25, 35. By using any of the exemplary procedures discussed above, it is possible to control the

activation of such cells in the radio communication network. Once one or more of the passive cells 25, 35 have been

activated, traditional uplink and downlink signal strength measurements can also be performed as usual and the candidate

cells 25, 35 can then if desired be further evaluated for the purpose of a potential handover.

The passive other cell may thus for example be a neighbor cell of the active cell, usually with a partial overlap between the

neighboring cells. In the case of a macro-micro cell context, the passive other cell may be a micro cell included within the

area of an active macro cell. In principle it is also possible for a micro cell to be active, whereas the larger encompassing

macro cell is passive.

It should also be understood that radio base stations, such as the previously mentioned NodeB and eNodeB, may be

capable of serving multiple, i.e. at least two, cells, of which a subset of one or more cells may be passive while another

subset may be active.

Fig. 6 is an overview of a radio communication system according to yet another exemplary embodiment. In this example, the

radio communication system is a LTE radio communication network 1. The LTE radio access network (RAN) generally has

one fundamental node type, the eNodeB 10, 20. Each eNodeB 10, 20 is in charge of a set of one or more cells 15, 25. The

cells 15, 25 of an eNodeB 10, 20 do not need to be using the same antenna site but can have separate dedicated antenna

sites.

In the example of Fig. 6, the eNodeB 10, 20 is normally in charge of a number of functionalites, including single cell radio

resource management (RRM) decisions, handover decisions, scheduling of user equipment in both uplink and downlink in

its cells.

The X2 interface connects any eNodeB 10 in the radio communication network 1 with any other eNodeB 20. This X2

interface is mainly used to support active-mode mobility but may also be used for multi-cell RRM functions. Another

interface, the S 1 interface, connects the eNodeB 10, 20 to the core network 60.

The core network 60 for LTE is often denoted Evolved Packet Core (EPC) to indicate that it is a radical evolution from the

GSM/General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) core network. The EPC is developed as a single-node architecture with all its

functions in one node, except the Home Subscriber Server (HSS) (not shown) that is a node or database containing details

of each user equipment subscriber that is authorized to use the LTE core network. The EPC connects to the LTE RAN via

the-above mentioned S 1 interface, to the Internet (not shown) via the SGi interface and to the HSS (not shown) using the S6

interface.



Fig. 7 is an overview of a radio communication system according to a further exemplary embodiment. In this example, the

radio communication system is WCDMA/High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) radio communication network 1. The

WCDMA/HSPA radio access network (RAN) generally has two fundamental logical node types: the Radio Network

Controllers) (RNC) 55A1 55B and the node connecting to the antenna of the cells 15, 25, the NodeB 10, 20 or Radio Base

Station (RBS).

The RBS/NodeB 10, 20 is the logical node handling the transmission and reception for a set of one or more cells 15, 25.

Logically, the antennas of the cells 15, 25 belong to the NodeB 10, 20 but they are not necessarily located at the same

antenna site. The NodeB 10, 20 owns its hardware but not the radio resources of its cells 15, 25, which are owned by the

RNC 55A, 55B to which the NodeB 10, 20 is connected. This RNC-NodeB connection is effected using the lub interface.

Each RNC 55A in the radio communication network 1 can connect to every other RNC 55B via the lur interface. Thus, the

lur interface is a network wide interface making it possible to keep one RNC 55A as an anchor point for user equipment 100

and hide mobility from the core network 60.

The RNC 55A1 55B is the node connecting the radio access network to the core network 60 via the Iu interface. For

WCDMA/HSPA, the core network 60 is normally based on the GSM core network and therefore comprises two distinct

domains; the circuit-switched (CS) domain with the Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) (not shown), and the packet-switched

(PS) domain with the Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN) (not shown) and the Gateway GPRS Support Node (GGSN) (not

shown). Common for the two domains is the Home Location Register (HLR).

In the PS domain, the SGSN is connected to a GGSN via a Gn or Gp interface and the GGSN has its Gi interface out to

external packet networks, such as the Internet.

The above exemplary procedures set forth in connection with Figs. 1-3 may be implemented for execution in a network unit

associated with the radio communication network. This could for example be the serving radio base station (RBS) or a radio

network controller (RNC) within the radio communication network.

In the case of downlink (DL) measurements, the relevant user equipment measures DL signal strength and report back to

the relevant serving RBS or the associated RNC, which then selects a suitable passive target cell for activation.

In the case of uplink (UL) measurements, each relevant RBS managing a respective passive cell measures UL signal

strength and report back to the relevant serving RBS or the associated RNC. Preferably, the relevant network unit receives,

for each of a number of other cells, information representative of whether the cell is passive or active from the corresponding

radio base stations responsible for the other cells.

There are several different ways of causing a radio base station to start transmission of cell-defining information for a

particular cell. Illustrative examples include signaling a cell-activation command over an RBS-RBS interface such as the X2

interface, or over an RNC-RBS interface such as the lub interface. Yet another illustrative example includes signaling

random access (RA) enabling information from the serving radio base station to user equipment in the selected cell and



requesting the user equipment to transmit a random access (RA) to the corresponding radio base station managing the

selected cell to trigger activation of the selected cell.

A previously indicated, the embodiments can also be applicable in a radio communication network having multiple different

5 radio access networks (RANs) and optionally different radio access technologies (RATs).

In the following, various exemplary embodiments will be described in more detail, mainly with reference to LTE and GSM

communication systems. The invention is not limited thereto.

10 In an LTE communication system for example, it may be desirable to minimize the number of LTE cells to turn on to handle

UE mobility. The serving RBS determines one or more plausible target cells for selective activation, and only turns these on.

This will minimize or at least reduce the consumed power.

In a particular exemplary embodiment, the serving RBS in an LTE system (could be an RNC in a different system) may

15 determine plausible target cells by having the UE measure on pilots of an overlapping radio access network (RAN) and/or

radio access technology (RAT). For instance, the UE may be asked to perform measurement on GSM BCCHs, and based

on which GSM base stations are heard, one or more LTE cells are selected to be turned on.

Although GSM is indicated as the overlapping RAT in this and other examples, it should be understood that the overlapping

20 RAN/RAT may be any cellular system, including GSM, WCDMA, CDMA2000, TDSCDMA or even another LTE system. Most

areas where LTE is rolled out already have coverage by at least one other radio access technology (RAT), such as GSM,

CDMA2000, TDSCDMA or WCDMA.

For LTE, as for all other 3GPP RAT, the mobility is normally managed by having the UE measure the received signal

25 strength of the pilots transmitted in the surrounding cells. The measurement results are sent to the serving RBS which

interprets them and determines whether another cell is better, and a handover to that cell shall be triggered.

The LTE RBS can ask the UE to do measurement on GSM. This is included in the standard to support handover to GSM

when leaving the LTE coverage area. Typically, initial deployment of LTE will not have equally good coverage as GSM.

30

Co-sited scenario

A possible deployment for LTE is to reuse the sites of GSM, e.g. put LTE RBS next to a GSM RBS on the GSM site.

Furthermore, the feeders and antenna units may be reused, for appearance reasons and for wind load reasons. Such an

example is shown in Fig. 8.

35

Fig. 8 is a schematic diagram illustrating co-siting of radio base stations of different radio access networks (RANs) and/or

different radio access technologies (RATs) according to an exemplary embodiment. Fig. 8 illustrates a co-sited cell

representation, a typical physical site 200 with shared feeder cables and antennas, and a more detailed view of the radio

base stations (RBSs) 210, 220 and duplex filter 230 in the site 200, as well as a sector antenna 240. The radio base stations

40 210, 220 may be of different radio access technologies (RATs), typically operating on different frequency bands and having



a duplex filter for sharing the feeder. The associated antenna unit 240 typically houses two diversity antennas - one

diversity antenna per band. Alternatively, the radio base stations are of the same RAT, but anyway belonging to different

radio access networks. Of course, also other co-siting solutions exist, with or without shared equipment. The cells are

normally virtually overlapping.

Fig. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a common cell plan between different radio access networks (RANs)

and/or different radio access technologies (RATs). For example, a cell plan of a first RAT such as LTE may be indicated by

solid arrows and a cell plan a second RAT such as GSM may be indicated by dashed arrows. This could for instance be the

result of the co-siting as illustrated in Fig. 8.

With reference to Fig. 9, assume that LTE RBS A is the serving RBS for the UE 100, and that the cells of LTE RBSs in B

and C are passive.

When the UE 100 is moving out of the coverage area of the serving RBS A1 the UE is told to measure the signal strength in

the cells of the GSM RBSs at B and C. The signal strength measurements are performed by the UE 100 and reported back

to serving RBS A.

By way of example, the serving RBS A then calculates the path loss from RBS B and RBS C and determines, based on

these calculations, which one is the best handover candidate. Serving RBS A sends a message to the selected RBS (B or

C) to turn its relevant cell(s) on, and start transmitting cell-defining information such as pilot and/or synchronization signals.

For LTE, such control signaling can be sent using the X2 interface.

Preferably, the LTE RBS A will have knowledge about the pilot frequencies of the RBSs of the other RAT on B and C. This

can either be a static configuration or information supplied by the other RAT1e.g. by LTE RBS asking the co-sited GSM RBS

via a site-local control interface. The information can then be exchanged between LTE RBSs using the X2 interface.

It should be noted that cells which are already transmitting pilot signals may be detected by the UE by normal mobility

procedures: measuring on DL pilots and synchronization channels, and acting accordingly. It should also be noted that the

initiation of determining plausible target cells is typically triggered by the necessity to handover the UE, e.g. due to poor

radio path or overload in the serving cell.

Generic scenario

When the LTE deployment is extended, not all LTE RBSs will be co-sited with GSM RBSs.

Examples of more generic scenarios will now be outlined with reference to Figs. 10A B.

Fig. 10A is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a cell plan in which radio base stations of different radio access

networks (RANs) and/or different radio access technologies (RATs) are not co-sited. This could by way of example

represent a scenario in which LTE RBSs are not co-sited with GSM RBSs; perhaps because the other RAT belongs to

another operator.



Fig. 1OB is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a partially common cell plan according to an exemplary

embodiment. This could by way of example represent a scenario in which an LTE-only RBS is placed in-between the sites

with co-sited RBSs. This can be due to a need for higher capacity in that area for LTE1 but not for GSM.

For a more generic case, the LTE RBS needs to know which LTE cells are serving the same area as the GSM cells. The UE

is preferably asked to perform signal strength measurements on GSM, just as for the previous case described in connection

with Fig. 9, but the report may result in the serving RBS possibly selecting more than one LTE RBS. For example, in the

case of Fig. 1OB, the RBS A may request both RBS C and RBS G to turn on their respective cells.

This provides a very efficient way of determining target radio base stations in a scenario with an overlapping RAT. The user

will not see any degradation in the service as the relevant cells are turned on just in time.

In another particular exemplary embodiment, the serving RBS in an LTE system (could be an RNC in a different system)

may determine one or more plausible target cells by ordering uplink (UL) measurements on the UE transmissions from a

selection of possible target cells. Each selected RBS measures the UL signal strength of one or more UEs handled by the

serving RBS, and reports the measurement results to the serving RBS (and optionally further on to the RNC depending on

the network type and the design configuration), which then may estimate, e.g. the path loss and thus determine how suitable

the considered RBS is as target RBS.

As previously mentioned, for LTE, as for all other 3GPP RAT, the mobility is normally managed by having the UEs measure

the received signal strength of the pilots transmitted in the surrounding cells. The drawback with the standardized way is that

all RBSs need to transmit signals to allow the UEs to collect the measurements. In the following embodiment, a

complementary or alternative solution is provided to evaluate neighboring cells, which allow the RBSs to enter a low power

mode where no cell-defining information such as pilots and/or synchronization signals are transmitted. The serving RBS (or

an RNC in a different communication system) tells a potential target RBS in passive mode or low power mode to measure

the uplink (UL) received signal strength for UEs that are in need of being handed over to another RBS.

Fig. 11A is a schematic diagram illustrating a simple example of a cell plan for a given radio access network/technology.

This could for instance be a normal LTE cell plan; a hexagonal cell plan with three RBSs is shown in Fig. 11A.

Fig. 11B is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a cell plan for a given radio access network/technology extended

with a number of micro cells. In this example, the cell plan has been extended with a number of micro cells, e.g. for capacity

enhancements.

In the examples of Figs. 11A-B, the UE 100 is first served by RBS A. Each of the other RBSs, and corresponding cells, can

either be turned on or turned off (passive/low-power mode).



Cell state information

According to the standard solution, each LTE RBS knows which RBSs exist in the vicinity, so called neighbor RBSs, and

have direct contact with them on the back-haul using the so called X2 interface. The LTE RBS also knows which cells are

neighbor cells to each of its own cells, i.e. which cells the UE is expected to hear, and may potentially be handed over to.

An extension proposed here is based on each LTE RBS signaling the state of its cells with respect to active/passive mode of

the cell (i.e. cell-defining information being transmitted or not) to the neighbor RBSs, so that each LTE RBS knows what the

UE may hear and may not hear.

Relative path loss estimate

In an exemplary embodiment, the UE may measure the received signal power for those cells that are transmitting pilots, and

send measurement reports to the serving RBS. This is according to the standard, and provides the serving RBS with a

relative path loss estimate between the different RBSs (including its own).

For cells that are not transmitting pilots, the serving RBS (A) preferably sends a signal requesting the corresponding RBS B-

G (or a suitable subset thereof) to do UL signal strength measurements. The RBSs B-G perform measurements accordingly

and send respective measurement reports to the serving RBS A.

Typically, the serving RBS A also measures the signal strength received at its own receiver from the UE, and compares this

with the measurement reports from the measuring RBSs B-G. This gives a relative path loss difference.

Based on the combined measurements made by the measuring RBSs B-G and optionally also by the UE, the serving RBS

can determine which cell is best suited to serve the UE. If the cell is turned off (passive/low power mode), the serving RBS

sends a signal to the corresponding RBS requesting the cell to be turned on.

Time synchronized RBSs

In most applications, the RBSs are time synchronized, i.e. they share a common time base. This can for instance be GPS

originating time.

UL measurements

The serving RBS request UL measurements to be done by another RBS. For example, the request includes information

about a time interval and a frequency interval for the measurements, and for which cell the measurement is valid.

As the two RBSs are both locked to a common time reference, the measurement time can be expressed in that time base.

The measuring RBS makes a signal power measurement. The measurement generates a matrix where each value

represents the average power of the received signal for time and frequency interval, as can be seen in Fig. 12.

The frequency interval (Fl) is typically 1 PRB frequency size in LTE, i.e. 180 kHz.

The time interval (Tl) is typically one UL slot, e.g. 500 us.



The minimal measurement report size can be achieved when the systems are time synchronized. Then the measurement

request includes only one frequency and time interval, e.g. measure on a certain 180 kHz interval for 500 us at a certain

time.

The shorter the total measurement time, the smaller the report will be and also the less power consumption in the measuring

RBS.

Requesting a UL measurement

When the serving RBS wants a UL measurement to be done, it determines a time and frequency interval at which it is

suitable to schedule the UE for UL transmissions. If it is interesting to have measurements performed on more than one UL,

the UL measurements are preferably scheduled adjacent to each other.

The serving RBS then sends a measurement request to the measuring RBS.

The serving RBS then executes the UL scheduling, by sending a scheduling grant to the UE. The UE will then transmit data.

The received signal strength is stored.

The serving RBS will receive the measurement report from the measuring RBS. As the measuring RBS is time

synchronized, the comparison with the own received signal strength can be made directly.

Time unsynchronized RBSs

In some applications, the RBSs do not share a common time base, or the synchronization is of too low precision. The

measurement report and processing will then be slightly more complicated.

UL measurements

The serving RBS may request UL measurements to be done by another RBS. For example, the request includes information

about a time interval and a frequency interval for the measurements, and for which cell the measurement is valid.

As the two RBSs are not locked to a common time reference, the measurement time is preferably expressed relative to the

time of transmission of the request. An extra uncertainty will be added which needs to be handled when interpreting the

measurement report.

The measuring RBS makes a signal power measurement. The measurement generates a matrix where each value

represents the average power of the received signal for a given time and frequency interval, as can be seen in Fig. 12.

As for the time synchronized case, the frequency interval (Fl) is typically 1 PRB frequency size in LTE, i.e. 180 kHz.

The time interval (Tl) is typically significantly less than one UL slot, e.g. 10 us.



The total measurement length in time is prolonged since the RBSs are not synchronized, as extra uncertainty will be added,

and it is important that the measurement captures an UL transmission of the relevant UE.

Requesting a UL measurement

When the serving RBS wants a UL measurement to be done, it determines a time and frequency interval at which it is

suitable to schedule the UE for UL transmissions. If it is interesting to have measurements performed on more than one UL,

the UL measurements are preferably scheduled adjacent to each other.

The serving RBS then sends a measurement request to the measuring RBS. As the measuring RBS is not time

synchronized, a margin before and after the UL scheduling time instant is added, and the report time interval (Tl) is set

short.

The serving RBS then executes the UL scheduling, by sending a scheduling grant to the UE. The UE will then transmit data.

The received signal strength is stored, both related to the UE being measured on, but also of the slots before and after.

The serving RBS will receive the measurement report from the measuring RBS.

As the measuring RBS is not time synchronized, the stored UL signal strength is compared with the reported signal strength

to find where in the time domain in the matrix the relevant UE has its samples. If this cannot be determined easily, the

measurement needs to be redone, with e.g. blank time slot ahead, or with an easily found signal strength pattern.

This applies primarily to a traffic situation where RBSs are operating in passive/low-power mode. The traffic is thus typically

not very high, and it is reasonable to optimize the UL scheduling to simplify the measurements, e.g. by:

Having no UL transmissions directly before and after the UE of interest.

Having the UE of interest transmitting continuously over a long period of time, e.g. 10 ms.

This provides a complementary or alternative solution to UE based measurements, where mobility can be handled without

turning on the transmitters of cells not carrying traffic. The user will not see any degradation in the service as the LTE cells

are turned on just in time.

As previously mentioned, benefits include reduced power consumption and operational costs, e.g. by minimizing or at least

reducing the time in which the radio base station(s) have to transmit cell-defining information and/or reducing the time in

which the radio base station(s) need to have its receiver(s) operational.

By way of example, for uplink measurements, handover measurements can be performed without turning on the RBS

transmitters. The measurements can also be ordered by the relevant network unit (e.g. the serving RBS) based on an

assessment that the considered RBSs will likely be good target handover candidates. In this way, the total number of



measurements can be limited. Overall, the measurement time period and the signaling will also be limited, thus minimizing

the load in the transport network and the power consumption.

It is also possible to select a set of possible target handover candidates based on measurements on so-called references

with known geographic locations, thus providing a rough estimate of the location of the user equipment. This limits the

number of RBSs that actually need to perform signal strength measurements or turn on their transmitters.

The above procedures may be implemented in an apparatus or corresponding controller module by hardware or a suitable

combination of software and processing hardware for executing the software.

Fig. 13 is a schematic block diagram of a cell activation controller or apparatus for controlling cell activation according to an

exemplary embodiment. Basically, the apparatus 300, also referred to as a cell activation controller, comprises a unit 310 for

requesting signal strength (SS) measurements and receiving reported measurements, a cell selector 320, and a cell

activation trigger unit 330. The unit 310 for requesting signal strength measurements is configured for requesting such

measurements in an area of at least one passive other cell of a radio base station currently not transmitting any cell-defining

information for the passive cell. The unit 310 also receives measurement reports from the relevant measuring unit(s). The

selector 320 is configured for selecting on or more passive cells for activation based on received information representative

of the requested signal strength measurements. The cell activation trigger unit 330 is configured for requesting the selected

cell to be activated by causing the corresponding radio base station managing the selected cell to start transmission of cell-

defining information to assist the user equipment in finding the cell for radio communication service.

The cell activation controller 300 may be implemented in a network unit associated with the radio communication network

such as a radio base station 10 or a radio network controller 55.

In a particular example, the unit 310 for requesting signal strength measurements is configured for requesting user

equipment to perform and report downlink measurements of received cell-defining information from one or more radio base

stations of another overlapping radio access network (which may be of another radio access technology). The selector 320

is then configured to operate based on reported downlink measurements of the overlapping radio access network.

In another example, the unit 310 for requesting signal strength measurements is configured for requesting one or more radio

base stations managing a respective passive cell to perform and report uplink measurements of user equipment

transmissions. In this case, the selector 320 is configured to operate based on reported uplink measurements of user

equipment transmissions. Optionally, the selector 320 is configured to operate also based on reported downlink

measurements by user equipment of transmissions in one or more other active cell(s).

Other examples and/or optional features of the cell activation controller will be described below:

Preferably, the cell activation controller 300 is configured to collect and consider signal strength measurements in a plurality

of passive cells to allow a selection of a suitable target cell for activation among a larger number of candidate cells.



The cell activation controller, or alternatively the network unit in which it is implemented, is preferably configured to receive,

for each of a number of other cells, information representative of whether the cell is passive or active from the corresponding

radio base stations responsible for the other cells.

For the cell activation trigger unit 330, there are several different ways of causing the radio base station to start transmission

of cell-defining information for a particular cell. For example, the trigger signal may be a cell-activation command over an

inter-base-station interface such as the X2 interface or over a network-controlier-base-station interface such as the lub

interface. Yet another example includes signaling random access (RA) enabling information to user equipment in the

selected cell and requesting the user equipment to transmit a random access (F A ) to the corresponding radio base station

managing the selected cell to trigger activation of the selected cell.

In the radio base station managing a passive cell to be activated, there is typically a transmitter controller that is capable of

activating the passive cell by controlling the transmitter to start transmission of cell-defining information for the cell. The

radio base station may also has access to a timer, and when this timer has expired and/or no or only very low amount of

active traffic is or has been present in the active cell as detected by conventional means, the transmitter controller may for

example inactivate the cell by controlling the transmitter to stop the transmission of the cell-defining information for the cell.

The transmitter controller may be associated with the power amplifier, the baseband processing as well as the actual

transmission equipment in the radio base station.

The units 310 to 330 may all be implemented in one and the same physical apparatus in a network unit such as a radio base

station, e.g. at a same site in the radio communication network or indeed be distributed at multiple geographical sites that

are though collectively handled as a single radio base station or (e)NodeB,

In the above presented block diagram of Fig. 13, only the units directly involved in the controlled cell activation as disclosed

herein are explicitly illustrated. It is therefore anticipated that a network unit such as a radio base station including a

corresponding apparatus for cell activation comprises other units and functionalities used in their traditional operations.

The embodiments described above are merely given as examples, and it should be understood that the present invention is

not limited thereto. Further modifications, changes and improvements which retain the basic underlying principles disclosed

and claimed herein are within the scope of the invention.



CLAIMS

1. A method of controlling activation of at least one cell in a radio communication network (1) comprising a number of

radio base stations (10, 20; 10, 20, 30; 10, 20, 30, 40), at least one of said radio base stations, referred to as a serving radio

base station (10), managing an active cell (15) serving user equipment (100), said method including the steps of:

requesting (S1 ; S11; S21) signal strength measurements in an area of at least one passive

other cell (25; 25, 35; 25, 35, 45) of a radio base station (20; 20, 30; 20, 30, 40) currently not transmitting any cell-defining

information for said passive other cell;

selecting (S2; S12; S22), based on received information representative of said signal strength

measurements, at least one passive other cell for activation; and

requesting (S3; S13; S23) said selected passive other cell to be activated by causing the

corresponding radio base station managing the selected cell to start transmission of cell-defining information.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein said step (S1 ; S 11; S21 ) of requesting signal strength measurements includes the

step (S1 1) of requesting said user equipment to perform and report downlink measurements of received cell-defining

information from at least one radio base station of another overlapping radio access network, and said step (S12) of

selecting at least one passive other cell for activation is based on reported downlink measurements of said overlapping radio

access network.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein said cell managed by said serving radio base station (10) and said at least one

passive other cell are associated with a first radio access technology, and said overlapping radio access network is

associated with a second different radio access technology.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said step (S1 ; S 11; S21) of requesting signal strength measurements includes the

step (S21) of requesting at least one radio base station managing a respective passive other cell to perform and report

uplink measurements of user equipment transmissions, and said step (S22) of selecting at least one passive other cell for

activation is based on reported uplink measurements of user equipment transmissions.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein said step (S2; S12; S22) of selecting at least one passive other cell for activation

is also based on reported downlink measurements by said user equipment (100) of transmissions in at least one active other

cell.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein said step (S1 ; S 11; S21) of requesting signal strength measurements comprises

the step of requesting signal strength measurements in a plurality of passive other cells (25, 35; 25, 35, 45) of a number of

corresponding radio base stations (20, 30; 20, 30, 40), and said step (S2; S12; S22) of selecting at least one passive other

cell for activation comprises the step of selecting a passive other cell for activation among said plurality of passive other cells

based on the received information representative of said signal strength measurements.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein said steps of requesting signal strength measurements, selecting at least one

passive other cell for activation and requesting said selected passive other cell to be activated are triggered by a need to



handover user equipment (100) currently served by the serving radio base station (10) to a new target cell, wherein the

selected cell can be used as target cell after the selected cell has been activated.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein said step of (S3; S13; S23) requesting said selected passive other cell to be

5 activated comprises the step of signaling a cell-activation command between radio base stations.

9 . The method of claim 1, wherein said step (S3; S13; S23) of requesting said selected passive other cell to be

activated comprises the step of signaling random access enabling information from said serving radio base station (10) to

user equipment (100) in the selected cell to cause said user equipment (100) to transmit a random access to the

10 corresponding radio base station managing the selected cell in order to trigger activation of the selected cell.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein said steps of requesting signal strength measurements, selecting at least one

passive other cell for activation and requesting said selected passive other cell to be activated are performed by a network

unit (10; 55) associated with said radio communication network.

15

11. The method of claim 10, wherein said network unit is said serving radio base station (10).

12. The method of claim 10, wherein said network unit is a radio network controller (55) of said radio communication

network.

20

13. The method of claim 10, further comprising the step of said network unit (10; 55) receiving, for each of a number

of other cells, information representative of whether the cell is passive or active from the corresponding radio base stations

responsible for the other cells.

25 14. The method of claim 1, wherein said other cell is a neighbor cell of said active cell (15), or wherein an area of said

other cell at least partly overlaps an area of said active cell (15).

15. An apparatus (300) for controlling activation of at least one cell in a radio communication network (1) comprising a

number of radio base stations (10, 20; 10, 20, 30; 10, 20, 30, 40), at least one of said radio base stations, referred to as a

30 serving radio base station (10), managing an active cell (15) serving user equipment (100), said apparatus comprising:

means (310) for requesting signal strength measurements in an area of at least one passive

other cell (25; 25, 35; 25, 35, 45) of a radio base station (20; 20, 30; 20, 30, 40) currently not transmitting any cell-defining

information for said passive other cell;

means (320) for selecting, based on received information representative of said signal

35 strength measurements, at least one passive other cell for activation; and

means (330) for requesting said selected passive other cell to be activated by causing the

corresponding radio base station managing the selected cell to start transmission of cell-defining information.

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said means (310) for requesting signal strength measurements includes

0 means for requesting said user equipment to perform and report downlink measurements of received cell-defining



information from at least one radio base station of another overlapping radio access network, and said means (320) for

selecting at least one passive other cell for activation is configured for selecting at least one passive other cell for activation

based on reported downlink measurements of said overlapping radio access network.

5 17. The apparatus of claim 16, wherein said cell managed by said serving radio base station (10) and said at least

one passive other cell are associated with a first radio access technology, and said overlapping radio access network is

associated with a second different radio access technology.

18. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said means (310) for requesting signal strength measurements includes

10 means for requesting at least one radio base station managing a respective passive other cell to perform and report uplink

measurements of user equipment transmissions, and said means (320) for selecting at least one passive other cell for

activation is configured for selecting at least one passive other cell for activation based on reported uplink measurements of

user equipment transmissions.

15 19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein said means (320) for selecting at least one passive other cell for activation is

configured for selecting at least one passive other cell for activation also based on reported downlink measurements by said

user equipment ( 100) of transmissions in at least one active other cell.

20. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said means (310) for requesting signal strength measurements comprises

20 means for requesting signal strength measurements in a plurality of passive other cells (25, 35; 25, 35, 45) of a number of

corresponding radio base stations (20, 30; 20, 30, 40), and said means (320) for selecting at least one passive other cell for

activation comprises means for selecting a passive other cell for activation among said plurality of passive other cells based

on the received information representative of said signal strength measurements.

25 2 1. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said means (310) for requesting signal strength measurements, said means

(320) for selecting at least one passive other cell for activation and said means (330) for requesting said selected passive

other cell to be activated are initially triggered by a need to handover user equipment (100) currently served by the serving

radio base station (10) to a new target cell, wherein the selected cell can be used as target cell after the selected cell has

been activated.

30

22. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said means (330) for requesting said selected passive other cell to be

activated comprises means for signaling a cell-activation command between radio base stations.

23. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said means (330) for requesting said selected passive other cell to be

35 activated comprises means for signaling random access enabling information to user equipment in the selected cell to cause

said user equipment to transmit a random access to the corresponding radio base station managing the selected cell in

order to trigger activation of the selected cell.



24. The apparatus of claim 15, further comprising means for receiving, for each of a number of other cells, information

representative of whether the cell is passive or active from the corresponding radio base stations responsible for the other

cells.

25. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said other cell is a neighbor cell of said active cell, or wherein an area of said

other cell at least partly overlaps an area of said active cell.

26. A network unit (10; 55) for use in a radio communication network, said network unit comprising an apparatus of

any of the claims 15-25.

27. The network unit of claim 26, wherein said network unit is a radio base station (10).

28. The network unit of claim 26, wherein said network unit is a radio network controller (55).
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